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Abstract - Public speaking anxiety is becoming the common problem which is faced by students. In fact, it is known while the students are performing public speaking. State vocational high school 1 Lamongan often participated public speaking competition, but the result of participating some competition, the students need to improve skill in public speaking as teacher’s interview result. Thus, public speaking program was held by the teacher as cooperation by SMKN 1 Lamongan and UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya. By the case, therefore, it needs analyzing way to know the students’ readiness before performing speech by analyzing students’ self-efficacy in performing prepared speech. Prepared speech is one of public speaking’s types. This study focused on identifying students’ self-efficacy level in prepared speech, identifying factors influencing students’ self-efficacy in prepared speech and identifying teacher’s strategy in improving students’ self-efficacy in prepared speech. The researcher determines this study as qualitative case study using descriptive approach. The participants were from nineteen students of eleventh and twelfth grade. To answer the research problems, the researcher uses interview and questionnaire as the techniques to achieve the aims of this study. The result of this study shows that there are eight students who are in high level, six students in moderate level and five students in low level. The factors which influence students’ self-efficacy in prepared speech are performing speech experience, vicarious experience, verbal persuasion and emotional state. There are also new factors which become the first factor influencing students’ self-efficacy. Those are confidence, ability, doubt and do not have any experience. Then, to improve students’ self-efficacy, the teacher used plan moderately challenging task, use peer models, affective strategy, social strategy and fun learning strategy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Public speaking is one of program for some selected students at State Vocational High School 1 Lamongan which is preparing students to have ability in public speaking to join competition. It is required students to have speaking ability through speech, debate and being presenter in public area. As Lisa Shraiber, Ph.D. stated that public speaking is presenting speech through formal way in a public. She also stated that public speaking is not about how to speak in public only, but it is also about how to make the audience remember and understand what the speaker delivers to them. Thus, in joining public speaking competition, the participants must be well understand about how to deliver public speaking, in order to, they may deliver their material to audience and make the audience understand about what the participant’s material is.

According to the interview with the public speaking’s teacher, State Vocational High School 1 Lamongan has contributed in public speaking competition in Students’ Activity Competition which is held by East Java Province, but the problem of the participants, they have minimum skill in performing public speaking. In fact, performing public speaking needs skill. As Lisa Shraiber, PhD stated that there are some competencies which are needed in performing public speaking well; useful topic, clear organization, clear language, suitable vocal expression, adapted the audience and convincing persuasion. To reach this goal, this school needs self-efficacy analysis to know the students’ readiness in performing public speaking and it also leads to know whether they are getting fear or not since getting fear lead the students to not be ready to perform their public speaking.

As Albert Bandura stated that self-efficacy is personal judgment about themselves in executing and perform an educational task. In perceiving self-efficacy can be influenced by cognitive stress in psychological. Thus, it can be concluded that fear can influence someone’s self-efficacy.

Self-efficacy is as one way in analyzing to know the students’ belief in public speaking since self-efficacy is analyzed before the students perform the relevant activities. As Albert Bandura stated that self-efficacy is as a way to analyses people before performing task, but someone’s self-efficacy can be compared while they are performing or it can be compared with the result of activity that is analyzed. According to Albert Bandura, self-efficacy is people’s belief about their capabilities in executing something and it is related with their feeling, motivation, thinking and behavior. Thus, self-efficacy is very needed to know someone’s belief about their capability in a subject since it has been stated before that self-efficacy analyses about someone’s capability in specific subject. Albert Bandura also stated that self-efficacy will affect four processes of human’s life. The four processes are cognitive process, motivational process, affective process and selection process. Cognitive process covers human behavior which is organized by thought. Motivational process covers form belief to reach human’s goal. Affective process covers human’s interpretation of depression into positive way, such as: they are stress with their job, but they reduce stress by thinking that job is for future life. Selection process is selection of activities that human can handle the activity and it is influence the
environment. Thus, it can be concluded that people who have high self-efficacy, it leads them to have good control in themselves since self-efficacy will affect human’s life.

Therefore, the researcher conducted this research by narrowing three research questions: 1. what level is the students’ self-efficacy in prepared speech? 2. What are the factors influencing students’ self-efficacy in public speaking, what are the strategies used by the teacher to improve students’ self-efficacy?

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

a. Self-Efficacy

Self-efficacy in education is related with perceiving self-efficacy in academic. Perceived self-efficacy in academic is about someone’s judgement on their capability to organize and execute courses of action to achieve designated types of educational performance. On educational development, perceived self-efficacy is about how efficacy affect student’s motivation to learn, to effort in execute task and student’s achievement. Thus, it can be concluded that perceived self-efficacy is about someone’s belief in execute subjects to gain their educational performance and it also effect on their learning motivation, effort and their education’s achievement.

Actually, self-efficacy influence level of effort, persistence and choice of activities. Thus, Bandura also stated that someone who has high self-efficacy, they will execute difficult tasks as challenging tasks that will be mastered rather than they avoid the tasks. Students with high sense of efficacy, they will participate more readily, work harder and persist longer when encounter difficulties task. Then, someone who has low self-efficacy will avoid difficult task. Indeed, someone with high self-efficacy will be more challenging to execute difficult task and someone with low self-efficacy are lack of challenging in execute difficult task.

According to Albert Bandura, there are four factors which are influenced self-efficacy which describe as follow:

1. Mastery Experience
   Mastery experience occur when someone attempts to do something and are successful. Thus, we master from the experience. Mastery experience is as the strongest way in buildup self-efficacy because people are most likely to believe that they can do something new if it is similar to something that they have already done before.

2. Vicarious Experience
   Vicarious experience is happening by looking at other people who did the same thing with you, so it will occur if you look at people who did same thing with you and they are successfully execute the thing and it will increase your self-efficacy, but if you look at someone who did same thing with you and they are failure and it will make you have same perception of it and it will decrease your self-efficacy.

3. Verbal Persuasion
   Verbal persuasion occurs when someone is persuaded verbally that they can achieve or master a task, then they more likely to do the task well, but if people are said that they do not have ability to accomplish the task, they will give up to accomplish the task.

4. Emotional States
   Emotional state occurs when someone think that they likely cannot accomplish a task and it will be happened if people think about negative think while they accomplish the task. Stress and anxiety are as big fear and it will affect someone’s self-efficacy, but anxiety and stress will not affect to someone’s self-efficacy if they interpret their stress as positive, such as they think that if I’m getting nervous, I will not be success to this task.

In factors influencing self-efficacy in second language acquisition, there are also some other factors which is regarding to other research. The research is regarding self-efficacy in second/foreign language learning. The factors are also as new findings in the research. Saeid Raoofi, Bee Hoon Tan and Swee Heng Chan research found new factors affected learners’ self-efficacy. They found that learners’ interest, knowledge in the content area, positive feedback from others, social and cultural context, task difficulty, classroom climate, confident, comfort due to learning process are affected learner’s self-efficacy. By the new findings in factors influencing self-efficacy, this research probably have the new finding in factors influencing self-efficacy which as same as the research of Saeid Raoofi, Bee Hoon Tan and Swee Heng Chan.

b. Public Speaking

As Lisa Shraiber, Ph.D. stated that public speaking is presenting speech through formal way in a public. She continued her statement by saying that public speaking is not only about speaking in a public, but it is also about how you make your audience remember and understand what you have said. Being professional in your job, you must be able to speak and communicate with others well since it leads you to have qualities in your job. Therefore, public speaking is performing speaking in public through formal way, but the speaker must be able to make the audience understand with the material which deliver by the speaker.

Based on Discovering the treasure of public speaking book, there are five types of public speaking:

1. Impromtu Speech
   Impromptu speech is a form of speech where the speech is delivered by no preparation, but it should be delivered in the same manner as a prepared speech. Impromptu speech involves the writer to write speech text at the time when the writer will deliver their speech.

2. Prepared Speech
   Prepared speech is a form of speech where the speech is well prepared and it is purpose to persuade and to inform the reader about topic that based on speaker’s interest and experience.

3. Demonstration
   Demonstration is presenting an idea with visual aids which is purpose to teach the audience.

4. Presentation
   Presentation is giving information or giving insight about a topic in an auditorium.
Report is a form of giving report about something that has been done, such as committee report.

From five types of public speaking above, this research used prepared speech since at State Vocational High School 1 Lamongan used prepared speech in public speaking program.

c. Self-Efficacy and Public Speaking

As Bandura stated that self-efficacy in education is related with perceiving self-efficacy in academic. Perceived self-efficacy in academic is about someone’s judgement on their capability to organize and execute courses of action to achieve designated types of educational performance. On educational development, perceived self-efficacy is about how efficacy affect IV. student’s motivation to learn, to effort in execute task and student’s achievement. Thus, it can be concluded that perceived self-efficacy is about someone’s belief in execute subjects to gain their educational performance and it also effect on their learning motivation, effort and their education’s achievement.

d. Level of Self-Efficacy and Public Speaking

As Bandura stated that perceived self-efficacy cannot fit to all skills. It might be different one to each other since one skill might have different successful criteria, but the scale on perceived self-efficacy is the same one to other. By the statement, it means that successfull criteria in perceiving self-efficacy depends on skill that investigated by the researcher. This study is focused on speech, so it has its successful criteria that might be different with other skills, but the scale in perceiving self-efficacy is the same to identify high, moderate and low.

According to Sellnow, there are four primary components to an effective speech: content, structure, delivery, and the effective use of presentational aids. Content consists of the main topic of a speech, the main points used to support the main topic, and the evidence used to clarify, explain, or support the main points. For example, a student may choose to deliver his or her speech on “the benefits of exercise,” and discuss both the physical and mental health benefits of exercise. He or she might support those main points with research that suggests that exercise decreases body weight and one’s risk for diseases.

To identify someone’s self-efficacy, each subject has different aspect with other subject, but identifying response scale of self-efficacy is same for all subjects. Below is types of response scale in self-efficacy:

- High
- Moderate
- Low

100-point scale is the highest scale since someone highly certain can do all aspects in a subject.

III. METHODOLOGY

This research is designed using qualitative descriptive method since this research describes based on the reality. In this study, data were collected by techniques of conducting questionnaire and interview. First, the researcher did questionnaire with the students. Last, the researcher interviewed the students and the teacher who encounter public speaking program at State Vocational High School 1 Lamongan.

IV. Result and Discussion

a. Result

Level of Students’ Self-Efficacy in Prepared Speech at SMKN 1 Lamongan

The result of analyzing those data was displayed in this following form of percentage chart to show the students’ level of self-efficacy in prepared speech.

Chart 4.1 Students’ Self-Efficacy in Prepared Speech

![Chart 4.1 Students’ Self-Efficacy in Prepared Speech at SMKN 1 Lamongan](Image)

There are three levels which get by the students: High, Moderate and Low. In high level of self-efficacy, there are eight students in this level with various percentages; 100%, 95%, 80% and 75%. In moderate level of self-efficacy, there are six students who are in this level. There are various percentage in this level; 65%, 60% and 55%. Then, there are five students who are in low level. In low level of self-efficacy, there are three types percentage which get by the students; 30%, 20% and 15%.

The Factors Influencing Students’ Self-Efficacy in Prepared Speech at SMKN 1 Lamongan.

The students’ self-efficacy in prepared speech is influenced by some factors. In this study, the data of students’ self-efficacy of factors in prepared speech were obtained from interview with students who join public speaking program at SMKN 1 Lamongan. The interview results are described as follows:

a. Speech Experience

Speech experience or mastery experience becomes one of factors that influence students’ self-efficacy in prepared speech. As the result of interview, eleven students stated that their past experience in performing prepared speech lead them to learn from their past experience. Student 5, student 3, student 4, student 6, student 7, student 12, student 15, student 16, student 19 master from their past experience. In contrast, Student 14 has past experience in
performing speech, but she does not master from her past experience. For her, it is better to master how to deliver speech by her teacher since she will learn directly from her teacher.

b. Vicarious Experience
The second factor is vicarious experience. Interviewing nineteen students, but there are only six students who are adapted other people in performing speech. They are Student 3, Student 4, Student 5, Student 7, Student 13 and Student 19. Dealing with vicarious experience, the students stated that they are adapted others. Nevertheless, students who do not have vicarious experience, they said that it is better for them to have experience first. Then, they learn from their mistake. Thus, it leads them to have better quality in performing speech.

c. Verbal Persuasion
Verbal persuasion becomes one of factors which influence someone’s self-efficacy. Based on interview with nineteen students, there are fourteen students that stated they were influenced by verbal persuasion. Student 2, Student 3, Student 4, Student 5, Student 6, Student 7, Student 8, Student 16, student 19 get verbal persuasion from their friends and their family. Thus, it makes them believe that they can perform prepared speech.

In contrast, Student 10, Student 11, Student 13 and Student 17 have people who support and pursue them that they can perform public speaking well if they always learn how to perform it well, but it does not affect their belief since they think that they do not have experience in public speaking so they think that they cannot do this well. Furthermore, they have people who pursue them that they cannot do public speaking. Thus, it makes them feel down, loss confidence and they believe that they cannot perform public speaking.

d. Emotional State
Emotional state is the fourth factor which influence someone self-efficacy. Based on interview with nineteen students, there are twelve students who think that they are getting emotional state, but its affect is different each other. Student 3 and student 4 feel nervous while they are performing or before they perform public speaking, but they think that it does not affect their performance since they believe that they can accomplish performing speech well.

Student 1, Student 6 and Student 10 are feeling anxiety and nervous. Thus, it makes them believe that they cannot do it and it will influence their performance. They think that they really cannot perform the best and they do not believe with their ability since they are getting fear and nervous. Furthermore, Student 1 and Student 10 do not have experience in performing public speaking. Thus, it just increases her nervous before performing.

Student 9, Student 7, Student 15, Student 16 and Student 13 have same feeling like Student 1, Student 6 and Student 10. They are feeling nervous, but its affect is different with Student 1, Student 6 and Student 10. They think that they are still able to perform speech, but their performance is not good since getting nervous lead them to decrease their confidence. Thus, they cannot show their best while performing public speaking.

Student 2, Student 12 and Student 18 also have same feeling. They feel nervous before performing. Thus, they think that it will affect their memory of their speech text. It will make them forget about what they will deliver to the audience.

e. Other Factors
Before asking specifically to the four factors, the researcher asked them about their first initial belief in performing speech. There are some factors which are different each other. Based on interview, belows are the other factors:

1. Confidence
Student 4, Student 1, Student 6, Student 7, Student 13 and Student 2 believe that they have high self-confident. Student 4 said that the first student’s belief that the student can perform prepared speech is self-confident. For the student, self-confidence lead her/him to act out in her/his speech well, so what she/he felt before performing speech or during performing speech will be lost by self-confidence.

2. Ability
Student 3 said that her ability becomes her first initial belief. She stated that having ability leads her to show her best performance speech. Thus, she highly believes that she can accomplish in performing speech by having ability in public speaking. Furthermore, for the student, ability provides tips the way to perform speech. Thus, ability leads the student to accomplish in performing prepared speech.

3. Doubt
Student 19 said that her first initial belief that influence her belief in execute public speaking is her doubt. She is not sure with her ability. Thus, it makes her that she cannot perform the best performance in speech. Her confidence is less than her doubt.

4. Do not have any experience.
Student 11 and Student 17 said that factor that influences their initial belief is that they do not have any experience. They said that they do not have any experience in performing. Thus, they said that they do not believe they can perform speech.

Student 11 said that do not have any experience in speech is being her first initial belief that the student cannot perform speech well since the student does not know the atmosphere in performing speech. Thus, the student does not know the way to perform speech well and how to make the audience interest with the student’s performance in real condition.

Student 17 also said that the student did not have any experience in performing speech. Thus, it is being the student’s first initial belief. The student said that what the student can master in performing speech since the student do not know the real condition in performing speech in public. Thus, it just decreases the student’s anxiety in performing speech.
1. Teacher’s Strategy in Public Speaking Program at SMKN 1 Lamongan.

The teacher’s strategies in teaching public speaking to the students were obtained from interview with the teacher who teaches public speaking program at SMKN 1 Lamongan. The interview results are described as follows:


Challenging tasks do not provide simple task and it leads the students to struggle in doing their task. As the interview result with the teacher, it indicates that the teacher had planned the students’ tasks. By all the tasks, there are two tasks which lead the students struggling in doing the tasks. The first was creating speech text and the second was analyzing the goodness and the lack of their speech text.

b. Use Peer Models

To help students acquire the way to perform public speaking, the teacher showed video regarding performing speech. The video was adjusted to students’ level. They are as vocational high school students. Thus, the teacher provided speech video which was performed by vocational high school student. As the interview result with the teacher, she said that giving the video, it is expected that the students would have illustration regarding the way to perform speech at their level as vocational high school students.

c. Affective Strategy

To improve students’ ability in performing prepared speech, the teacher also used affective strategy. Affective strategy provide responsibility to the students and natural communication. In providing responsibility to the students, the teacher gave students work individually and in a group regarding prepared speech. In individual work, the students were asked to make speech text which was based on theme given by the teacher and in a group they were also asked to make speech and they correct each other. To make natural communication to build up students’ ability in speaking, the teacher was asked the students to discuss in group work by using English, so they spoke English naturally.

d. Social Strategy

In teaching social strategy, the teacher also used social strategy since the teacher leads the students to cooperate with other students in doing task. It can be seen by the teacher gave group work to arrange paragraphs of speech text.

e. Other Strategy (Strategy based on game activity)

In teaching public speaking, the teacher also used other strategy which is not in Corno and Selnow theory. This strategy is to build up fun activity by providing game. The game was providing chunks of speech text. Then, the students are asked to arrange the chunks of paragraph into the correct arrangement in speech text. Then, they are asked to stick their work and discuss it together at classroom. This activity was fun activity, but it also gave the students lesson regarding public speaking material.

The Students’ Self-Efficacy and The Factors Influencing Students’ Self-Efficacy of SMKN 1 Lamongan Students Who Participate Public Speaking Program.

The highest percentage is influenced by mastery experience, if people has more experience the higher self-efficacy they get since they think that they master and can accomplish similar think that they have done before.

In moderate level of self-efficacy, they are still influenced in positive way, such as: verbal persuasion and confidence in build up their self-efficacy, but different with the student in high level of self-efficacy, most of them are influenced by mastery experience which is the strongest way in buildup self-efficacy and they are also influenced by vicarious experience. In this moderate level, the student is less influenced in positive way. Furthermore, they are also influenced by emotional state in negative think. Thus, it leads them to believe that they can accomplish some aspects in speech. In moderate level of self-efficacy, it can be seen that the difference percentage is not too far.

In low level of self-efficacy, the students are much influenced by negative factors that can reduce their belief in performing speech. By three levels above, it can be seen that the higher people have self-efficacy, they master from their experience. In high level of self-efficacy, it can be seen that most of them are having experience regarding in performing speech. As Bandura stated that mastery experience is as the strongest way in buildup self-efficacy. Then, lower level student get, it can be seen that the students’ believe is regarding to negative think that can make them belief that they cannot really accomplish the task.

By the students’ level, each statements have different scale each other since it is based on the students who believe that they can do the statement or not. There are some statements that reach high level of self-efficacy since many students believe that they can do that. As bandura stated that self-efficacy reflects to someone belief that they can execute the task.

In mastery experience, there is opposite between theory and finding with this research. Bandura stated that people with failure experience can make them weak in their own beliefs. In contrast, some students who have failure experience, they do not weak in their own beliefs. In fact, they master from their failure experience by keep improving from their mistakes. In essence, speech experience factor cannot only orients to the success experience but also failure experience. There are eight factors which influence students’ self-efficacy in prepared speech. The eight factors are performing speech experience, vicarious experience, verbal persuasion, emotional state, confidence, ability, doubt and not experienced. As Bandura stated, self-efficacy is commonly influenced by four sources of mastery experiences, vicarious experiences, verbal persuasion, and emotional arousal. Then, confidence, ability, doubt and not experienced are the new findings of the students’ first initial belief which influence their self-efficacy in performing prepared speech.
2. Teacher’s Strategy in Improving Students’ Self-Efficacy
   a. Plan Moderately Challenging Tasks
   In plan moderately challenging tasks, the teacher asked the students to create speech text as the students’ homework and to analyze the goodness and lack of their speech text. By both tasks, it leads the students struggling in process of doing both tasks. As Howard and Patrick stated that plan moderately challenging task, it gives struggling to the learners. As the similarity by Howard and Patrick theory with the students tasks given by the teacher, it can be seen that the students tasks indicates as challenging tasks since it leads the students to struggle in process of doing the task.

   b. Use Peer Models
   In using peer models, the teacher provided video regarding speech performance by vocational high school students. By the video, it is expected that the students had model in performing speech. As Howard and Patrick stated that a powerful way to help students acquire strategy is by giving them to watch other students do well on targeted tasks, but the models should be similar with the students. It can be age, gender, ability, interests, clothing, social circles, and achievement level. By the theory and the teacher had done, it can be seen that it has similarity that to acquire the targeted tasks, the learner is given model regarding target task which they learn and the model is adjusted by the students’ level which are as vocational high school students.

   c. Affective Strategy
   The teacher also used affective strategy. As Oxford stated that affective strategy is helping students to generate student’s positive feeling by provide responsibility to the students, increasing the amount of natural communication. In providing responsibility to the students, the teacher gives task individually about public speaking and the teacher also provides group work to increase natural communication since in group work the students speak English in natural setting to discuss their work.

   d. Social Strategy
   In social strategy, the teacher used cooperation. The students are asked to work in group and it leads them to cooperate with other students. According to Oxford, Social strategy provides some strategies: asking questions, cooperating with others, and empathizing with others. Cooperation is one of strategy which is used in social strategy. Cooperation lead the students to cooperate with other students and by implementing cooperation, it can increase confidence and reduce anxiety. As the theory stated and the strategy given by the teacher, it can be seen that the teacher implemented cooperation and cooperation is one of social strategy and it gives the positive outcome to the learners.

e. Other Strategy
   The new finding from this study is that the researcher found another strategy which was used by the teacher in teaching public speaking. Teaching by chunks of paragraph which lead the students have fun activity in learning.

Four strategies have been done by the teacher, but there are also some students in moderate level of self-efficacy and low level of self-efficacy. It happened since the students do not come to the class continually since they have other activity at school or they get internship program. Thus, the strategy cannot directly reinforce to the students since they might not get the reinforcement when they do not come to the class.

V. CONCLUSION

By the result and discussion, it can be seen that the students who are having higher level they are influenced by positive factors. Furthermore, they are actively participated join public program. Thus, it makes them getting higher level since the teacher tried to reinforce the students’ ability.
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